Ultrafiltration Technology: An ultrafiltration technology (UF) information sheet gives a brief overview of UF for industrial companies that are considering money-saving wastewater treatment methods. It details the types of wastewater most suited to UF, a schematic of how the technology works and full-color photos of UF systems. Arbortech Corp., 3607 N. Chapel Hill Rd., McHenry, IL 60050. Details: Circle 301 on reader service card.

Abrasive Power Tools: A new 24-page literature piece features a line of air-powered tools and accessories for the woodworking/kitchen and bath industry. The tools are designed for sanding, finishing, grinding, blending, cleaning and polishing wood, metals, marble/stone, fiberglass and various composites. Included is information on a complete line of random orbital sanders, channel-vacuum pads and portable vacuum systems. Dynabrade, Inc., 8989 Sheridan Dr., Clarence, NY 14031. Details: Circle 302 on reader service card.


Zinc Design Applications: “Engineering Solutions with Zinc” is a fully illustrated publication that features applications with innovative finishing and product design for zinc casting alloys. The case history format details, for example, how a single zinc die casting replaced two aluminum castings and eliminated nearly 80 percent of the required secondary machining costs in one application. INTERZINC, 1236 Smith Ct., Suite C, Cleveland, OH 44116. Details: Circle 304 on reader service card.

Safety Cabinets: A simple, full-color selection guide pictorially depicts the cabinets best suited for flammable liquids, combustible liquids, corrosives, pesticides and outdoor storage. CABINETTE designs are color-coded according to industry custom and labeled with appropriate warnings and liquid symbols. Justrite Manufacturing Co., 2454 Dempster St., Des Plaines, IL 60016. Details: Circle 305 on reader service card.

Corrosion Catalog: The “1999 Products Guide” is said to be the largest compilation of materials degradation references in the world. More than 1,000 books, technical standards, software and related products for corrosion control and prevention efforts in a variety of industries are featured, and 80+ new publications are highlighted. NACE International, P.O. Box 218340, Houston, TX 77218-8340. Details: Circle 307 on reader service card.

Vacuum Coating: A new brochure describes recent advancements in vacuum coating and metallizing systems for such applications as automotive lighting reflectors and trim, EMI shields for electronic equipment, lighting fixtures, glass/plastic mirrors, toys and trophies. New designs are highlighted and custom designs are available. Stokes Vacuum, Inc. 5500 Tabor Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19120. Details: Circle 311 on reader service card.